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Monte-Carlo Renderers must generate many color samples to produce a
noise-free image, and for each of those, they must evaluate complex mathematical models representing the appearance of the objects in the scene. These
models are usually in the form of shaders: Small programs that are executed
during rendering in order to compute a value for the current sample.
Renderers often compile and optimize shaders just before rendering, taking advantage of the knowledge of the scene. In principle, the entire renderer
could benefit from a-priori code generation. For instance, scheduling can
take advantage of the knowledge of the scene in order to maximize hardware usage. However, writing such a configurable renderer eventually means
writing a compiler that translates a scene description into machine code.
In this paper, we present a framework that allows generating entire
renderers for CPUs and GPUs without having to write a dedicated compiler:
First, we provide a rendering library in a functional/imperative language
that elegantly abstracts the individual rendering concepts using higher-order
functions. Second, we use partial evaluation to combine and specialize the
individual components of a renderer according to a particular scene.
Our results show that the renderers we generate outperform equivalent
high-performance implementations written with state-of-the-art ray tracing
libraries on the CPU and GPU.
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INTRODUCTION

Monte-Carlo Renderers are naturally complex and configurable
pieces of software: They typically incorporate powerful rendererspecific languages to describe 3D scenes. Most of those languages
allow the designer to define small programs that define the appearance of an object, called shaders [Pixar 1988; Sony Pictures Imageworks 2017]. Before rendering, the renderer compiles these shader
programs into either machine code or an internal representation.
During shader compilation, most renderers perform standard code
optimizations, such as constant folding or dead code elimination. At
this stage, some renderers also apply specialization [Guenter et al.
1995; McCool et al. 2002; Sons et al. 2014]: Since the scene is known,
some computations in the shaders might have become superfluous
and can thus be eliminated. For instance, the renderer can avoid
fetching and interpolating vertex attributes if those attributes are
not present or unused, or remove redundant texture lookups.
Even when shaders are specialized, concrete implementations
of rendering systems suffer from the same problem as many other
high-performance codes: In terms of software engineering, all components (e.g. shading system, integrator, primitive intersection and
acceleration structure traversal) are ideally decoupled from each
other and implemented in a high-level, abstract way that focuses
on the algorithmic properties to make code reusable and easier to
understand. However, to achieve this decoupling and abstraction
one typically has to pay a performance price. Essentially, every code
abstraction technique that the programmer uses needs a compiler optimization to remove it. Because compilers usually do not succinctly
remove all of these abstractions, programmers sacrifice genericity
for performance. Code is specialized manually and generic code is
tainted by target-dependent artifacts: Developers use SIMD intrinsics to vectorize their algorithms, or write CUDA code that can only
run on a GPU.
A solution to this problem is to optimize across rendering library
layers. If the scene description is known at every layer during compilation, constants can be folded, branches pruned, and the renderer
becomes more efficient, because it is specialized for that scene. Of
course, not all scene parameters will enable performance critical
optimizations, and some parameters may be unknown at compiletime, like the camera position. In practice, knowing the type of each
object is enough. However, to generate a specialized renderer from
a scene description would normally require to write a dedicated,
domain-specific compiler that can not only specialize shaders, but
also the other components. From the scene description and rendering parameters, this compiler would generate machine code that
corresponds to a renderer in that specific configuration.
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